Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Agenda
Date and Time:
By Teleconference

Wednesday, November 4, 2020 – 10:00 a.m. CST

Join by Meeting Link: https://texasbar.zoom.us/j/97298604803
Or Join by Telephone: 888-788-0099 (Toll Free); Meeting ID: 972 9860 4803
View Meeting Agenda and Materials: https://www.texasbar.com/cdrr/participate

1. Call to Order; Roll Call
2. Comments from the Chair
3. Discussion and Possible Action: Approval of the Minutes of the Last Meeting (Pages 3 – 5)
4. Discussion and Possible Action: Proposed Rule 1.00. Terminology, Texas Disciplinary Rules
of Professional Conduct (TDRPC) (Pages 6 – 10)
Consider Recommendation of and Possible Amendments to Proposed Rule, as well as Possible
Tabling of the Subject Until a Future Date
5. Discussion: Rules 5.08 (Prohibited Discriminatory Activities) and 8.04 (Misconduct), TDRPC
(Pages 11 – 70)
Discussion of Possible Proposed Amendments to Rules 5.08 and/or 8.04, TDRPC, Relating to
Harassment or Discrimination Based on Certain Categories
Possible Update on State Bar of Texas Board of Directors Consideration of Rule 8.4(g),
American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct, and Rule 5.08, TDRPC
6. Proposed Rule Timelines (Page 71)
7. Agenda Items for Next Meetings
8. Adjourn
______________________________________________________________________________
Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, an individual with a disability is entitled to have an
equal opportunity for effective communication and participation in public meetings. Reasonable
modifications and equal access to communications will be provided upon request. An individual
with a disability who may need an accommodation is requested to notify Chielsey Barber at (800)
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204-2222 or (512) 427-1463 at least two days before the scheduled meeting so that appropriate
arrangements can be made; TTY users route through RELAY Texas at 7-1-1.
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MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISCIPLINARY RULES AND REFERENDA
October 5, 2020
By Teleconference
MINUTES
Members Present: Chair M. Lewis Kinard; Timothy Belton; Amy Bresnen; Claude Ducloux; Hon.
Dennise Garcia; Professor Vincent Johnson; W. Carl Jordan; Karen Nicholson.
Members Not Present: Rick Hagen.
State Bar of Texas Staff Present: Ray Cantu, Deputy Executive Director; Brad Johnson, Disciplinary
Rules and Referenda Attorney.
A. CALL TO ORDER; ROLL CALL
Mr. Kinard called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m. Brad Johnson called the roll and a quorum was
present.
B. COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
Mr. Kinard thanked those who have submitted public comments and other feedback during the rule
proposal process. Mr. Kinard explained that many improvements were made to proposed rules in
response to public feedback. Mr. Kinard also discussed the importance of participation as it relates
to self-governance.
C. UPDATE ON ACTION BY STATE BAR OF TEXAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND
POSSIBLE ACTION BY SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS RELATED TO A 2021 RULES
VOTE BY STATE BAR OF TEXAS MEMBERSHIP
Mr. Kinard explained that on September 25, 2020, the State Bar Board of Directors voted to approve
two additional rule proposals recommended by the Committee. Specifically, the Board approved a
proposal relating to confidentiality of information and clients contemplating suicide, as well as a
proposal relating to reporting professional misconduct and reciprocal discipline for federal court or
federal agency discipline. Mr. Kinard explained that the Board also voted to petition the Supreme
Court of Texas for a rules vote by Bar membership.
Mr. Kinard explained that on September 29, 2020, the Supreme Court ordered a rules vote to take
place beginning on February 2 and ending on March 4, 2021. The Court set out the form of the ballot,
which will include eight separate rule proposals for Bar members to vote on. Voting will take place
with paper and electronic ballots. Mr. Kinard thanked the Supreme Court and the Bar Board for their
thoughtful consideration and action on these matters. Mr. Kinard noted that information about the
Committee is available at texasbar.com/cdrr, and information relating to the rules vote is available at
texasbar.com/rulesvote.
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D. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
Mr. Kinard and Mr. Ducloux addressed the Committee on this agenda item. Mr. Ducloux made a
motion to approve the minutes from the September 17, 2020, meeting. Ms. Bresnen seconded the
motion. The Committee voted in favor of the motion.
E. PROPOSED RULE 1.00. TERMINOLOGY, TEXAS DISCIPLINARY RULES OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT (TDRPC)
Mr. Kinard addressed the Committee on this agenda item. Mr. Kinard explained that proposed Rule
1.00, TDRPC, was recently published for public comment and that the Committee previously
discussed possible amendments to the published proposal. Mr. Kinard explained that the Committee
could vote today on amending the proposal, but was under no obligation to do so. Professor Johnson
addressed the Committee on the proposal, including a proposed change to the definition of
“[i]nformed consent.” Mr. Ducloux addressed the Committee on the subject. Professor Johnson also
addressed the Committee regarding the possible addition of terminology related to who qualifies as
a “client” and the meaning of “represents.” The Committee discussed its procedural options related
to the proposal. Brad Johnson responded to questions regarding rule proposal procedures. The
Committee discussed tabling the proposal until a future date and publishing it again with the
additional terminology. Mr. Ducloux made a motion to table the proposal until the next meeting.
Ms. Bresnen seconded the motion. The Committee voted in favor of the motion.
F. PROPOSED RULE 1.18. DUTIES TO PROSPECTIVE CLIENT, TDRPC
Mr. Kinard addressed the Committee on this agenda item. The Committee discussed public
comments received on proposed Rule 1.18, TDRPC. Professor Johnson addressed the Committee
regarding draft proposed amendments to the proposed Rule and proposed interpretive comments.
The Committee discussed the proposed Rule, as well as issues related to disqualification in court
proceedings. Mr. Jordan addressed the draft amendments to paragraph two of the proposed
comments, and Professor Johnson explained possible revisions to that language based on Mr.
Jordan’s feedback. In response to a question from Mr. Kinard, Brad Johnson addressed the
Committee’s procedural options related to the proposal. Professor Johnson made a motion to
recommend proposed Rule 1.18 and its proposed interpretive comments to the State Bar Board of
Directors with certain amendments. Ms. Bresnen seconded the motion. The Committee voted in
favor of the motion.
G. PROPOSED RULE 13.05. TERMINATION OF CUSTODIANSHIP, TEXAS RULES OF
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE (TRDP)
Mr. Kinard and Mr. Ducloux addressed the Committee on proposed Rule 13.05, TRDP. Mr. Ducloux
made a motion to recommend proposed Rule 13.05 to the State Bar Board of Directors. Ms. Bresnen
seconded the motion. The Committee voted in favor of the motion.
H. PROPOSED RULE 1.17, TDRPC – RELATING TO THE SALE OF A LAW PRACTICE
Mr. Kinard addressed the Committee on proposed Rule 1.17, TDRPC, relating to the sale of a law
practice. Mr. Kinard discussed the timeline and procedural options related to the proposal. Professor
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Johnson addressed the Committee on the subject, including a recent memo provided by Chief
Disciplinary Counsel Seana Willing regarding the sale of a law practice. The Committee further
discussed the subject, including its procedural options. Brad Johnson addressed the Committee
regarding the rule proposal process. The Committee discussed waiting until early 2021 to publish a
proposal for public comment. Mr. Ducloux made a motion to table the subject until the Committee’s
first meeting in 2021, at which time the Committee would have the opportunity to vote to initiate
the rule proposal process again and potentially publish a proposal for public comment. Ms. Bresnen
seconded the motion. The Committee voted in favor of the motion. Mr. Kinard thanked the
Committee members and Ms. Willing for their work and comments.
I. COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
Mr. Kinard addressed the Committee on this agenda item. Mr. Kinard explained that the Committee’s
annual report would be on the agenda for approval by the December meeting.
J. PROPOSED RULE TIMELINES
Mr. Kinard asked Brad Johnson whether there were any timeline issues that needed to be addressed.
Mr. Johnson responded that the Committee had covered the relevant timelines.
K. AGENDA ITEMS FOR NEXT MEETINGS
Mr. Kinard asked whether anyone on the Committee had any items to add for the next meeting
agenda. No Committee members indicated that they had any items to add.
L. APPROVAL OF 2021 COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULE
Mr. Kinard addressed the Committee on this agenda item. Mr. Ducloux suggested changing the
proposed July 2021 meeting date from July 7 to July 14. Mr. Kinard responded with comments. Mr.
Kinard noted that because of rules vote activities taking place in early 2021, the schedule did not
include a January meeting date. Mr. Ducloux made a motion to approve the schedule, with the change
to a July 14 meeting date for that month. Professor Johnson seconded the motion. The Committee
voted in favor of the motion.
Mr. Ducloux noted Committee outreach and education related to the 2021 rules vote. Professor
Johnson and Mr. Kinard responded with comments. Ms. Bresnen asked whether the Committee had
reached out the State Bar section chairs. Brad Johnson and Mr. Kinard responded with comments.
M. ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Ducloux made a motion to adjourn. Mr. Belton seconded the motion. The Committee voted in
favor of the motion. The meeting adjourned at 11:51 a.m.
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Proposed Rule 1.00. Terminology, Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
[Substantive revisions discussed in October, as well as additional proposed revisions, are shown
in red.]
Rule 1.00. Terminology
(a) “Adjudicatory Official” denotes a person who serves on a Tribunal.
(b) “Adjudicatory Proceeding” denotes the consideration of a matter by a Tribunal.
(c) “Belief” or “Believes” denotes that the person involved actually supposed the fact in question
to be true. A person’s belief may be inferred from circumstances.
(d) “Client.” A person is client when:
(1) a person manifests to a lawyer the person's intent that the lawyer provide legal services
for the person; and either
(i) the lawyer manifests to the person consent to do so; or
(ii) the lawyer fails to manifest lack of consent to do so, and the lawyer knows or
reasonably should know that the person reasonably relies on the lawyer to provide
the services; or
(2) a tribunal with power to do so appoints the lawyer to provide the services.
(e) “Competent” or “Competence” denotes possession or the ability to timely acquire the legal
knowledge, skill, and training reasonably necessary for the representation of the client.
(f) “Consult” or “Consultation” denotes communication of information and advice reasonably
sufficient to permit the client to appreciate the significance of the matter in question.
(g) “Confirmed in writing,” when used in reference to the informed consent of a person, denotes
informed consent that is given in writing by the person or a writing that a lawyer promptly
transmits to the person confirming an oral informed consent. See paragraph (j) for the definition
of “informed consent.” If it is not feasible to obtain or transmit the writing at the time the person
gives informed consent, then the lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a reasonable time
thereafter.
(h) “Firm” or “Law firm” denotes a lawyer or lawyers in a private firm; or a lawyer or lawyers
employed in the legal department of a corporation, legal services organization, or other
organization, or in a unit of government.
(i) “Fitness” denotes those qualities of physical, mental and psychological health that enable a
person to discharge a lawyer’s responsibilities to clients in conformity with the Texas Disciplinary
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Rules of Professional Conduct. Normally a lack of fitness is indicated most clearly by a persistent
inability to discharge, or unreliability in carrying out, significant obligations.
(j) “Fraud” or “Fraudulent” denotes conduct having a purpose to deceive and not merely negligent
misrepresentation or negligent failure to apprise another of relevant information.
(k) “Informed consent” denotes the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after
the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about material risks of and
reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct. If a rule calling for informed
consent requires specific disclosures (see, e.g., Rule 1.06(c)(2)), consent is not informed unless
those disclosures have been made.
(l) “Knowingly,” “Known,” or “Knows” denotes actual knowledge of the fact in question. A
person’s knowledge may be inferred from circumstances.
(m) “Law firm”: see “Firm.”
(n) “Partner” denotes an individual or corporate member of a partnership or a shareholder in a law
firm organized as a professional corporation.
(o) “Person” includes a legal entity as well as an individual.
(p) “Reasonable” or “Reasonably” when used in relation to conduct by a lawyer denotes the
conduct of a reasonably prudent and competent lawyer.
(q) “Reasonable belief” or “Reasonably believes” when used in reference to a lawyer denotes that
the lawyer believes the matter in question and that the circumstances are such that the belief is
reasonable.
(r) “Represent,” “Represents,” or “Representation.” A lawyer represents a person if the person is
a client of the lawyer. See “Client.” If the relationship of client and lawyer terminates, the lawyer’s
representation of the client terminates.
(s) “Should know” when used in reference to a lawyer denotes that a reasonable lawyer under the
same or similar circumstances would know the matter in question.
(t) “Screened” denotes the isolation of a lawyer from any participation in a matter through the
timely imposition of procedures within a firm that are reasonably adequate under the circumstances
to protect information that the isolated lawyer is obligated to protect under these Rules or other
law.
(u) “Substantial” when used in reference to degree or extent denotes a matter of meaningful
significance or involvement.
(v) “Tribunal” denotes any governmental body or official or any other person engaged in a process
of resolving a particular dispute or controversy. “Tribunal” includes such institutions as courts and
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administrative agencies when engaging in adjudicatory or licensing activities as defined by
applicable law or rules of practice or procedure, as well as judges, magistrates, special masters,
referees, arbitrators, mediators, hearing officers and comparable persons empowered to resolve or
to recommend a resolution of a particular matter; but it does not include jurors, prospective jurors,
legislative bodies or their committees, members or staffs, nor does it include other governmental
bodies when acting in a legislative or rule-making capacity.
(w) “Writing” or “written” denotes a tangible or electronic record of a communication or
representation, including handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photography, audio or
videorecording, and electronic communications. A “signed” writing includes an electronic sound,
symbol or process attached to or logically associated with a writing and executed or adopted by a
person with the intent to sign the writing.
Comment:
Client
1. An attorney-client relationship is created only three ways: by judicial appointment, by express
agreement, or by mistake. Two of the three ways of establishing a lawyer-client relationship—
court appointment and express agreement—are relatively formal and easy to recognize. For an
attorney-client relationship to arise by mistake, there must have been a request for representation
which manifested the putative client’s intent that the lawyer provide legal services. Under the
mistake theory of attorney-client relationship, it is not enough that the person seeks legal services
and even reasonably believes that services will be rendered. In addition, the lawyer must know, or
have reason to know, that the person relies on the lawyer to provide services, and must fail to
manifest lack of consent to do so.
Confirmed in Writing
2. If it is not feasible to obtain or transmit a written confirmation at the time the client gives
informed consent, then the lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a reasonable time thereafter. If
a lawyer has obtained a client’s informed consent, the lawyer may act in reliance on that consent
so long as it is confirmed in writing within a reasonable time thereafter.
3. Whether two or more lawyers constitute a firm can depend on the specific facts. For example,
two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily
would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in
a way that suggests that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded
as a firm for purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers
are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to
information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to
consider the underlying purpose of the Rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded
as a firm for purposes of the Rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in
litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the Rule that information acquired by
one lawyer is attributed to another.
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4. With respect to the law department of an organization, including the government, there is
ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of
the Rules of Professional Conduct. There can be uncertainty, however, as to the identity of the
client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a
subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the
department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated
association and its local affiliates.
5. Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid and legal services
organizations. Depending upon the structure of the organization, the entire organization or
different components of it may constitute a firm or firms for purposes of these Rules.
Fraud
6. When used in these Rules, the terms “fraud” or “fraudulent” refer to conduct that is characterized
as such under applicable the substantive or procedural law of the applicable jurisdiction and has a
purpose to deceive. This does not include merely negligent misrepresentation or negligent failure
to apprise another of relevant information. Silence may be fraudulent if there is a duty to speak
and intent to deceive. For purposes of these Rules, it is not necessary that anyone has suffered
damages or relied on the misrepresentation or failure to inform.
Informed Consent
7. Many of the Rules of Professional Conduct require the lawyer to obtain the informed consent
of a client or other person. The communication necessary to obtain such consent will vary
according to the Rule involved and the circumstances giving rise to the need to obtain informed
consent. The lawyer must make reasonable efforts to ensure that the client or other person
possesses information reasonably adequate to make an informed decision. Ordinarily, this will
require communication that includes a disclosure of the facts and circumstances giving rise to the
situation, any explanation reasonably necessary to inform the client or other person of the material
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed course of conduct and a discussion of the client’s
or other person’s options and alternatives. In some circumstances it may be appropriate for a
lawyer to advise a client or other person to seek the advice of other counsel. A lawyer need not
inform a client or other person of facts or implications already known to the client or other person;
nevertheless, a lawyer who does not personally inform the client or other person assumes the risk
that the client or other person is inadequately informed and the consent is invalid. In determining
whether the information and explanation provided are reasonably adequate, relevant factors
include whether the client or other person is experienced in legal matters generally and in making
decisions of the type involved, and whether the client or other person is independently represented
by other counsel in giving the consent. Normally, such persons need less information and
explanation than others, and generally a client or other person who is independently represented
by other counsel in giving the consent should be assumed to have given informed consent.
8. Obtaining informed consent will usually require an affirmative response by the client or other
person. In general, a lawyer may not assume consent from a client’s or other person’s silence.
Consent may be inferred, however, from the conduct of a client or other person who has reasonably
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adequate information about the matter.
Screened
9. This definition applies to situations where screening of a personally disqualified lawyer is
permitted to remove imputation of a conflict of interest under Rules that expressly permit
screening.
10. The purpose of screening is to assure the affected parties that confidential information known
by the personally disqualified lawyer remains protected. The personally disqualified lawyer should
acknowledge the obligation not to communicate with any of the other lawyers in the firm with
respect to the matter. Similarly, other lawyers in the firm who are working on the matter should be
informed that the screening is in place and that they may not communicate with the personally
disqualified lawyer with respect to the matter. Additional screening measures that are appropriate
for the particular matter will depend on the circumstances. To implement, reinforce and remind all
affected lawyers of the presence of the screening, it may be appropriate for the firm to undertake
such procedures as a written undertaking by the screened lawyer to avoid any communication with
other firm personnel and any contact with any firm files or other information, including
information in electronic form, relating to the matter, written notice and instructions to all other
firm personnel forbidding any communication with the screened lawyer relating to the matter,
denial of access by the screened lawyer to firm files or other information, including information
in electronic form, relating to the matter and periodic reminders of the screen to the screened
lawyer and all other firm personnel.
11. In order to be effective, screening measures must be implemented as soon as practical after a
lawyer or law firm knows or reasonably should know that there is a need for screening.
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Rule 5.08, Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
Rule 5.08. Prohibited Discriminatory Activities
(a) A lawyer shall not willfully, in connection with an adjudicatory proceeding, except as provided
in paragraph (b), manifest, by words or conduct, bias or prejudice based on race, color, national
origin, religion, disability, age, sex, or sexual orientation towards any person involved in that
proceeding in any capacity.
(b) Paragraph (a) does not apply to a lawyer's decision whether to represent a particular person
in connection with an adjudicatory proceeding, nor to the process of jury selection, nor to
communications protected as “confidential information” under these Rules. See Rule 1.05(a),
(b). It also does not preclude advocacy in connection with an adjudicatory proceeding involving
any of the factors set out in paragraph (a) if that advocacy:
(i) is necessary in order to address any substantive or procedural issues raised by the
proceeding; and
(ii) is conducted in conformity with applicable rulings and orders of a tribunal and
applicable rules of practice and procedure.
Comment:
1. Subject to certain exemptions, paragraph (a) of this Rule prohibits willful expressions of bias
or prejudice in connection with adjudicatory proceedings that are directed towards any persons
involved with those proceedings in any capacity. Because the prohibited conduct only must occur
“in connection with” an adjudicatory proceeding, it applies to misconduct transpiring outside of
as well as in the presence of the tribunal's presiding adjudicatory official. Moreover, the broad
definition given to the term “adjudicatory proceeding” under these Rules means that paragraph
(a)'s prohibition applies to many settings besides conventional litigation in federal or state courts.
See Preamble: Terminology (definitions of “Adjudicatory Proceeding” and “Tribunal”).
2. The Rule, however, contains several important limitations and exemptions. The first, found
in paragraph (a), is that a lawyer's allegedly improper words or conduct must be shown to have
been “willful” before the lawyer may be subjected to discipline.
3. In addition, paragraph (b) sets out four exemptions from the prohibition of paragraph (a).
The first is a lawyer's decision whether to represent a client. The second is any communication
made by the lawyer that is “confidential” under Rule 1.05(a) and (b). The third is a lawyer's
communication that is necessary to represent a client properly and that complies with applicable
rulings and orders of the tribunal as well as with applicable rules of practice or procedure.
4. The fourth exemption in paragraph (b) relates to the lawyer's words or conduct in selecting a
jury. This exemption ensures that a lawyer will be free to thoroughly probe the venire in an effort
to identify potential jurors having a bias or prejudice towards the lawyer's client, or in favor of
1 of 2
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the client's opponent, based on, among other things, the factors enumerated in paragraph (a). A
lawyer, should remember, however, that the use of peremptory challenges to remove persons
from juries based solely on some of the factors listed in paragraph (a) raises separate
constitutional issues.
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CHARLES PERRY
TEXAS STATE SENATOR

D1smrcr28

RQ-OIJ..~-KP

September 19, 2016

The Honorable Ken Paxton
Attorney General of Texas
Opinions Committee
P.O. Box 12548
Austin, TX 78711-2548
Re:

Request for an Attorney General's opinion concerning whether adoption of the
American Bar Association's (ABA) new Model Ethics Rule 8.4(g) for attorneys,
would constitute a violation of an individual attorney's rights under any applicable
statute or constitutional provision?

Dear General Paxton:
Please accept this letter as a request for an Attorney General's opinion pursuant to Government
Code, Section 402.042(b)(7), concerning the constitutionality of the adoption of the American
Bar Association's Model Rule 8.4(g)1 by the State Bar of Texas.
The ABA has adopted a new amendment to their Model Ethics of Professional Conduct Rule
8.4(g) (model rule). Rule 8.4(g) deems it professional misconduct for a lawyer to, "engage in
conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the
basis of ... sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, or socioeconomic status in conduct
related to the practice of law."2 The amendment could open doors to punish lawyers who express
views contrary to the ABA with regard to religion, sexual orientation, and gender identity "both
in professional service to clients and in the lawyer's business and personal affairs. "3
Since, the ABA is a private organization, Model Rule 8.4(g) does not create any enforceable law.
However, many states look to the ABA model rules in their creation of ethical requirements, thus
creating risk of a dangerous precedent in Texas.
Discriminatory behavior by a lawyer is already prohibited in Texas. Texas Rule of Disciplinary
Procedure Rule 5.08 already provides robust protections against a host of misconduct by
lawyers. 4 Rule 5.08 states, "A lawyer shall not willfully, in connection with an adjudicatory
1

Misconduct, Mod. Rules Prof. Cond. § 8.4.
Id.
3
Preamble: A Lawyer's Responsibilities, Mod. Rules Prof. Cond. Preamble §[5].
4
See Tex.R. Disciplinary P. 5.08, reprinted in Tex. Gov't Code Ann., tit. 2, subtit. Gapp. A-1 (West Supp.2016).
2

COMMITTEES: AGRICULTURE, WATER & RURAL AFFAIRS, CHAIR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE • HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES • HIGHER EDUCATION

P.O. Box 12068 •

AusnN, TEXAS

78711
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The Honorable Ken Paxton
September 19, 2016
Page2

proceeding ... manifest, by words or conduct, bias or prejudice based on race, color, national
origin, religion, disability, age, sex, or sexual orientation, towards any person ... 115 ABA Rule
8.4(g) seems to go much further than the current rule in Texas-going so far as to suppress a
person's right to free speech and freedom to express his or her religious belief-in an
unacceptably troubling way.
If the State Bar of Texas were to adopt such a rule, my concern is that lawyers who practice a

religion may be reluctant to express those beliefs and values, hindered from associating with
religious organizations, and targeted for elimination from the legal profession.
From a constitutional perspective, there are a host of other troubling complications such a rule
could cause. This model rule has raised questions for me, such as:
•

•

•
•

Could a lawyer be subject to discipline or disbarment for challenging the merits of samesex marriage or the federal government's guidance on trans gender· bathrooms during a
legal education class?
Could a lawyer be subject to discipline or disbarment for being part of a legal association
that holds religious beliefs that marriage is between one man and one woman and that a
person's gender is fixed at birth?
Could a lawyer who is an atheist and criticizes religion in a legal education class be
subject to discipline or disbarment?
Could an elected official, who is also an attorney, be subject to discipline or disbarment
for debating proposed laws regarding sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status,
or socioeconomic status?

These examples illustrate the tension between the model rule and the right to free speech and
freedom of association, guaranteed under the Texas Constitution6 and the First Amendment of
the United States Constitution:
The First Amendment7 provides that no government shall make any law "respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free. exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech ... or of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances. "8 A person's decision to join or pursue a profession should not jeopardize their rights
guaranteed under the constitution, nor should faith create the risk of losing one's career.

id.
Tex. Const. art. I, § 4; Tex. Const. art. I, § 6; Tex. Const. art. I, § 8.
7
In combination with the Fourteenth Amendment, as incorporated by case law. See Fiske v. Kansas, 274 U.S. 380
( 1927) (incorporating the First Amendment right to freedom of speech into the fourteenth amendment); see also
DeJonge v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353 (1937) (incorporating the First Amendment freedom of assembly into the
fourteenth amendment); see also Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940) (incorporating the First Amendment
free exercise of religion into the fourteenth amendment); see also Everson v. Bd ofEducation, 330 U.S. I ( 1947)
(incorporating the First Amendment freedom from state establishment ofreligion into the fourteenth amendment).
8
U.S. Const. amend. I.

5
6
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Many have fought to protect our freedoms so that any person may worship, or refrain from
worship, without intimidation or fear of retribution from our government. We must have laws in
place to ensure basic religious freedoms are protected and that every person has the unfettered
right to express viewpoints of the faith to which they belong. I believe this level of contempt for
our constitution is unprecedented. It is shameful that a person could be shut out of a profession
because of what they express to believe.
As recently as 2015, the United States Supreme Court recognized certain religious organizations
hold as a tenant of faith that marriage, "is by its nature a gender-differentiated union of man and
woman. This view long has been held-and continues to be held-in good faith by reasonable
and sincere people here and throughout the world. "9
Should the State Bar of Texas adopt the rule, I fear lawyers could be disciplined or disbarred for
associating with a group that espouses a faith-based belief or participates in a discussion about
·controversial social issues. I also fear that similar rules could be duplicated for other professions.
Such rules could curtail religious freedoms in these professions as well.
Question Presented: If Texas were to adopt the American Bar Association 1s (ABA) new Model
Ethics Rule 8.4(g), could that adoption constitute a violation of an individual attorney's rights
under any applicable statute or constitutional provision?
Thank you for your time and attention to this request. Please feel free to contact me or my staff if
you have any questions or need any further information.
Sincerely,

cL£.

Charles Perry
Texas State Senator
Senate District 28
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Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2594 (2015).
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Timeline of Initiated Rule Proposals in Progress

TDRPC Terminology
Initiated 7/8

June

July

CDRR discussed republishing after February 2021 with revisions, including additional definitions.

Published in
8/21 TR and
Sept. TBJ

Aug.

Sale of Law Practice

Public Hearing Option to Amend/Recommend at 10/7, 11/4, 12/2 Meetings
9.17.20
Deadline 12/5
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July
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Jan.

Feb.

March

CDRR voted to table the subject until the February 2021 meeting.
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